
Eagle Cloud: DASH as a Service
Eagle’s DASH service is an excellent way for existing CommVault users to get backup data off-site, while embracing the benefits of 
IT-as-a-service models. Whether you are looking to eliminate tape, enhance remote recovery point objectives, or simply offload and 
automate one of the more arduous responsibilities in your data center, this is the answer for you. The solution is managed through 
your existing CommVault management console, and leverages the industry’s leading backup and data management solution.

Eagle’s DASH as a Service offers the following advantages:

Secure, reliable data protection powered by CommVault. Eagle’s managed backup solution provides a remote backup target for 
existing CommVault users and provides customers with an unmatched list of features and capabilities. 

WAN-Optimized protection powered by CommVault, transmitted blocks are reduced by up to 90% with CommVault’s WAN efficient 
DASH (Deduplication Accelerate Streaming Hash) technology. DASH allows for minimal network bandwidth use and significantly 
reduced storage resource consumption. In the event of a network interruption, backup copy jobs automatically resume from where 
they left off (once connectivity is restored). In addition, the solution supports in-flight and at-rest data encryption.

Leverage existing infrastructure: in most cases, existing users can leverage their current infrastructure. In some cases, the customer 
may need to purchase additional hardware to fulfill local resource requirements. All remote infrastructures, including the media agent 
and storage, are provided by EAGLE as part of this solution.

Remote backup seeding: To expedite the initial backup when datasets sets are large and network bandwidth is limited, Eagle 
provides seeding services. Backups can be run to a locally attached disk; the disk can then be shipped to the Eagle Cloud for the 
final import.

Built-in support: Technical support and all hardware and professional services related to the initial setup and ongoing maintenance of 
the solution are provided by Eagle as part of this solution. In addition, EAGLE will provide technical support in the event any issues 
arise during restore processes. The customer will initiate and manage restore jobs, and will also be responsible for data integrity and 
associated DR testing

 For more information, contact us today at 800.477.5432.
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